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Guajiras / Child of Marchena Style framed in the group of so-called Cantes de Ida y Vuelta, a song of American origin, from which a series of Flemish versions was released and which became part of the repertoire of the genre from the first decades of its implementation. The Flemish Guajira is nothing more than an
adaptation to the Flemish music of a Cuban point, a peasant point, a genre that collects a series of songs called guajiros, which are grown in rural areas of the island of Cuba. The rhythmic, melodic and harmonic structure of the point, albeit with notable adaptations to the aesthetics of flamenco, is therefore closely
related to this Cuban genre. By its origin it seems to be associated with zarandillo, a genus of the eighteenth century that as a dot and guajira used the tenth and compass amalgam, and this, in turn, as a descendant of zarabanda, which also used the metric twelve times. Cuban styles such as shoes also use the musical
structure of the point, which will be, as we say, one that goes to guajira La guajira can arise in the Spanish song that takes place in America and returns, at the end of the eighteenth century, in the form of the point of Havana. In any case, aflamencamiento airs and tonadas from Cuba crystallized into a model that was
called guajira and that with Silverio Franconetti, Curro Dulce, Chacon and Escacena charged the rank of singing flamenco. He had been in the flamenco area from the earliest times, so in 1860 the song La Guajira was presented in Jerez, a possible precedent of the Flemish formula. Paca Aguilera Among the Flemish
versions we find a primitive model recorded by Pac Aguilera and another El Mochuelo that show us the stadium in front of the Flemish Guajira proper the first recordings of the Flemish Guajira reveal another primitive model, which is known as the Guajira Vira Miaa, as they repeat this gravel at the end of the third, for
example, those recorded by Mr. Reina accompanied by a piano or El Mochuelo �aReina.mp3 �aMochuelo.mp3 For his part the singer Moreno de Jerez recorded several guahears in a wax cylinder containing pure air bulerias, which tells us how both styles can be associated in his pregnancy He was a great singer
Pepe Marchen in the thirties of the twentieth century developing his guajiras not to achieve a dance type with the A what creating prolific derivatives that survive today. Marchena, with the melodies contigo me caso indiana (inspired by the type of Spinch that Romualdo Molina and Miguel Espan called the central guajira)
and is a mulatto lump, provided a whole tree of derivatives that survive today. Let's hear some of these guajirs provided by master-teacher Another of the men typical of the guahira that we heard Marchen we also find in songs made by El Nino de la Huerta Juan Valderrama, with a melody next to the palm of bochio ...
and code I want to talk to you ... resumed marching tones Pepe Marchenko also left us type of guahira that we can call a follow-up, because as it is still done in Trova Santiago de Cuba, they sing follow This model we also hear in the old recording of Moreno de Jerez To complete this tour we listen to Chano Lobato, who

recorded these guajira topped by buleria �asChano.mp3 Alterna compass, like soleares and canti'as, compass 6/8 with 3/4 bar, although it dispenses without an acephal compass, without a tichefal compass. Interestingly, the Cuban point is accompanied so that the compass 6/8 is performed on the tonic and 3/4 on the
dominant and subdomin, unlike the Flemish Guajira, which devotes 6/8 to the dominant and 3/4 tonic, an effect that we can call a mirror between Andalusia and Cuba, on one side of the Atlantic. The hue, like most Cuban guajiros points, is larger, with repeated use of three major degrees, tonic (see above: Mi),
subdominant (La) and dominant (Yes). The concert guitar version is usually performed on the La chord (by means). As a curiosity we note the fact that the Flemish version changes the chords in the compass in relation to the Cuban point, a mirror effect that strikes as if flamenco were a reflection of the original Cuban
version of the texts usually singed on the tenth, stanza of ten octosyllables of verses. The hue, air, characteristic melodic cadence to give away guajira, in addition to the theme of his song, is often mentioned in Cuba: its capital Havana, its women or its delicious fruit, de inspiracion; aunque tambi'n encontramos aquellas
inspiradas en la guerra y la definitiva p'rdida de la colonia en 1898, tras una jugarreta de la norteamericana en busca de un imperio. Los principales int'rpretes destacan como int'rpretes de Guajiros, aparte de los i citados Juan Breva, El Mochuelo, Nino de la Huerta, La Rubi, Nenha de los Paynes, El Canario Chico and
Enrique Morente, entreros. El baile por guajiras en la actualidad lo cultivan Merche Esmeralda, Blanca del Rey, Milagros Mengabar. Guajira (Flamenco) is a palo based on the Cuban Punto Guahir Kuban. He is in 12 strokes and feels like he starts at 12. Guajira is a prime example of the so-called cant de Ida-i-Vuelta.
Flamenco guajira is an adaptation to the Melosian flamenco of the Cuban point, a peasant point, a genre that combines a series of songs called Guajiros that are grown in rural areas of the island of Cuba. Guajira is just a song for voice and guitar with a series of similar letras. Guajira is traditionally danced. The dancer
often uses a large Spanish fan. The fan twirls and is otherwise manipulated throughout the dance, adding elegant and flirtatious air. The structure, like all flamenco palos, has a clear structure and consists of beginning, middle and end. Guajira usually begins with an introductory section (falseta) on the guitar, which is
based on the basic harmony of the guajira. The guitar decides in a characteristic pattern of the guajira chord, over which the singer will sing instantly recognizable salida. The dancer enters during the guitarist's falsetto or during the salida. The smooth nature of the choreography also allows improvisation in the structure,
including danced falsetas, and escobillas performed by Palo Seko. Comp's The Comp's, is a twelve-regarded model, starting with a rhythm of 12 with accents on beats: 57 1 3 4 5 6 8 8 9 10 11 12 Palmas Standard palms for sole' por buler'as are the same, as palm trees for alegria: Contigo me caso indiana si se entera tu
papa y se lo dice a tu mama hermos'sima cubana tengo una en la Habana destinada para t. ay! Con el techo de marfil y el pizo de plataforma para tu blanca palo le yo la flor de lis. Me gusta por la ma'ana despu's del cafe bebio pasearme por la Habana con mi cigarro encend'o y sentarme muy tranquilo en mi silla o mi
sill'on y comprarme un papel'on de esos que llaman diario y parezco un millonario rico de la poblaci'. Links and www.flamenco-events.com. Flamenco-Events Palos and Compass de G I. www.flamenco-events.com. Received 2018-01-30. Cue es una guajira? Gracia Flamenca. graciaflamenca.es (in Spanish). Received
2018-03-29. and b Guahiras Flamencopolis. (in Spanish). Received 2018-03-29. Guahiras Flamencopolis. www.flamencopolis.com (in Spanish). Received 2018-01-29. b Learn about Guajira Flamenco Atmosphere. www.ambienteflamenco.com. Received 2018-01-29. Guahiras. www.studioflamenco.com. Received 201803-29. Flamencopalos - Guahiras. www.elflamenco.nl. Received 2018-01-29. Guahiras. www.studioflamenco.com. Received 2018-01-29. What is guajira? - Flame Grace. graciaflamenca.es (in Spanish). Received 2018-01-29. Luis Lopez Ruiz (2016-04-20). FLAMENCO GUIDE (in Spanish). Akal Editions. ISBN
9788446045373. Guahiras Friday with a letter . flamenco experience. Received 2018-01-29. Received from (Flamenco) -Oldid-977542063 From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Guajira (Flamenco) is a stick based on the Cuban Cuban Guajira Point. It's 12 times and it looks like it starts at 12. Guajira is a perfect example
of so-called round-trip songs. The Flemish Guajira is an adaptation to the Flemish melos of the Cuban point, a peasant moment, a genre that combines a series of songs called Guajiros that are grown in rural areas of the island of Cuba. Guajira is just a song for vocals and guitar with a number of similar lyrics. Guajira is
traditionally danced. The dancer usually wears a wide range of Spanish. The fan rotates and manipulates throughout the dance, giving it an elegant and flirty look. The structure, like all flamenco sticks, guajira has a clear structure and consists of the beginning, the middle and the final. Guajira usually begins with the
introductory section (falseta) responsible for the guitar, which is based on the basic harmony of the guajira. The guitar is decided in a characteristic guajira chord pattern on which the singer will sing an instantly recognizable output. The dancer enters during the guitarist's falsetlain or during departure. The smooth nature
of the choreography also allows improvisation in the structure, including dancing falsettes and brushes performed on a dry stick. Compass Compass, is a twelve-fold painting that begins in a time of 12 with accents in time: 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Palms Standard Palms for Sole Bouleria are the same, like palms for
joys: 12 x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 6 x 7 x 8 x 9 x 10 - 11 - Letters Here's the letter of guahir. I have an Indian deal with you if your father finds out and tells your beautiful Cuban mom that I have a house in Havana for you. Yes! With an ivory roof and a platform floor for you white pigeon I wear a flower fox. I like it the morning after
coffee drunk walking havana with my cigarette lit up and sitting very quietly in a chair or chair buy me a piece of paper from someone who calls it a diary and I look like a rich millionaire from the population. Links guajira flamenco dance. guajira flamenco letra. guajira flamenco guitar. guajira flamenco lyrics. guajira
flamenco paco de lucia. guajira flamenco baile. guajira flamenco tab. guajira flamenco almeria
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